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GLOBAL GUIDE
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IDENTITY

IS A VALUABLE STRATEGIC ASSET...

COMPOSITE

ASSET
INTELLIGENCE
YOU CAN COUNT ON

Visual identity gives character and distinction to the
UTComp style, helping it to stand out and resonate
in a crowded environment. Its basic elements – the
logo, corporate colours, fonts – are common to all
UTComp communications. Together they create an
identity that builds recognition and gives power and
continuity to our message.

WHY UTComp
UTComp??

Please read these guidelines for ensuring maximum
impact, legibility and the protection of our visual
identification as various groups from both inside and
outside the organization contribute to its implementation.

OUR LICENSEES

If you have any questions, please contact:
Jo Anne Watton
J.Watton@utcomp.com
519-620-0772

The versatility of Fibreglass Reinforced
Plastic and other composites is a
big advantage. But, until now, reliable
assessment made it difficult to evaluate
risk. With UTComp there is no guesswork.
You will know the reliability and lifespan
of your composite assets.

UTComp has a network of licensees
around the world who are authorized
to perform UltraAnalytix® inspection to
provide customers with an unprecedented
level of data and robust reporting on the
condition and projected lifespan of their
composite assets.
See a list of our licensees:
www.utcomp.com/licensees

www.utcomp/logousage.com
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LOGO

USAGE
OUR LOGO FAMILY

Full colour or spot colour reproduction
In order to build recognition of the brand,
use the colour version of our logos
whenever possible. White is the most
effective background on which to use the
logo because it provides a clean, crisp
contrast to the logo’s colour and
maximizes readability.

Parent Logo

The UTComp logo is a valuable strategic asset
and a unique piece of artwork. These standards
help us maintain the integrity of our identity.
The orientation, size and colour as well as the
proportional arrangement of the logo elements
have been intentionally and specifically
determined. The logo should never be typeset,
recreated or altered. These deviations will cause
inconsistencies which will dilute the impact of
our identity and reduce recognition and recall.

Knocked out in white
A knock-out of our logos are provided
and should most often be used on our
corporate blue background. It may also be
used to reverse out of a dark and simple
photographic background.

Auxiliary Service Logo

To maintain consistent use and ensure the
integrity and quality of the logo, use electronic
art files provided (vector art is always preferred).
Similarly, when displaying our service logos on
printed or digital communications, ensure the
logo is correctly represented by using the art files
provided by UTComp. Follow these guidelines,
making sure the logo represents the company
with integrity.
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Greyscale
The black logo is only for use when
colour is not an option. Full colour is
always the preferred use.
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MINIMUM SIZE

CLEAR SPACE

For clarity and legibility, never reduce the size of our logos
smaller than the sizes below.

Always keep ample clear space around all sides of our logos.
While more space is preferred and often needed for optimal
design clarity, always refer to the specifications below.

Reproduce no smaller than
20mm (13/16” wide).
Larger is preferred.

Reproduce no smaller than
35mm (1 3/8” wide).
Larger is preferred.

Reproduce no smaller than
27mm (1 1/16” wide).
Larger is preferred.

An absolute minimum zone equal to the
“UT” square from the UTComp logo is
required around all sides of our logo to
maintain a good balance.

An absolute minimum zone equal to the “Arrow
Symbol” from the ULTRA Analytix logo is required
around all sides so as not to appear too cluttered.

WITH PROPER CARE AND PROMINENT USE, THE BRAND
ELEMENTS CAN ACHIEVE A STRENGTH AND PERMANENCE
THAT WILL SERVE OUR ORGANIZATION WELL INTO THE FUTURE,
HELPING TO STRENGTHEN EQUITY AND RECOGNITION.
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An absolute minimum zone equal to 1¼
square “check-mark” symbols from the
QC Analytix logo is required around all
sides to maintain a prominent appearance.

When our family of logos are paired
together, if needed, this clear space may
be reduced slightly between the UTComp
family of logos to unify the them. But there
must still be ample space kept around the
group of logos.
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INCORRECT USE
To ensure proper visibility, never use any of our logos in ways that would
make them look out of place, out of proportion, boxed-in or insignificant.
While there are many examples here are some common logo misuses.

Do not stretch logos

Do not remove
parts of any of our logos

Do not change colours
of the logos

Do not change the positioning
of any of logo elements.

Do not disproportionately
re-size any of our logo
elements.

Do not screen or lighten
our logos.

Comp
Do not produce the
logos too small
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Do not use a complex image
or texture behind the logos

Do not enclose the logo in a
tight or constraining border.

Do not re-typeset our wordmarks
within a logo.

Do not reverse our logos
out of a background with
insufficient contrast.
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OUR CORPORATE

COLOURS
Distinct colours are among the first
identifiers of a brand. Prominent
use of meaningful colours builds
recognition and distinguishes us from
other organizations.

CONSISTENT COLOUR IS
A VITAL ELEMENT OF OUR
IDENTITY. COLOUR IS A WAY
TO DIFFERENTIATE AND
IDENTIFY UTCOMP AND
OUR SERVICES IN A
CROWDED MARKETPLACE.

Primary Colours
Our core primary colour is Prussian Blue,
it represents our strength and durability, the
renewal quality of our service and our overall
loyalty to our clients as a company. This blue
may be used prominently in our material.
Our core colours are Carrot Orange, the same
orange used in our logos and Platinum Grey.
The orange highlights our energy, optimism
and the effect our service will have. Sprinkle
this orange into your designs but used too
frequently it can over-power. The grey is used
as a neutral colour as often as needed.

CMYK: 100/55/0/55
RGB: 0/55/103
#003767

Carrot

CMYK: 0/48/100/0
RGB: 248/152/28
#f8981c

Platinum

CMYK: 0/0/0/10
RGB: 230/231/232
#e6e7e8

Secondary Colours
On rare occasion, when additional colours
are needed to differentiate or supplement, our
secondary colour palette (red and green) may
be used to compliment our core brand colours.
They are not assigned to any specific element
and are only to be used occasionally when our
primary colours are insufficient. Our primary
blue and orange colours should always
have dominance on the page.
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Prussian Blue
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Upsdell Red

CMYK:22/100/91/14
RGB: 174/27/43
#ae1b2b

Bud Green

CMYK: 61/9/100/0
RGB: 115/177/67
#73b143

Always brief your supplier(s) on all printing expectations. Their goal is to achieve colour that matches the PMS
colours referenced in this booklet. Since colours can vary when applied to different paper stock with different
finishes, colours may need to be adjusted slightly during the printing process. Adding a proofing stage to your
process will help identify issues before the print run.
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TYPOGRAPHY
Typography plays a major role in defining our corporate style. To help create a consistent
identity for all printed and electronic materials, a standard family of typefaces has been
chosen for exclusive use in all media (marketing materials, corporate communications,
business form, signage, web site, etc.).

JUST LIKE THE WORDS
THEY CREATE, OUR FONTS
HELP US SPEAK IN OUR
OWN DISTINCT VOICE.

ABCabc
ABC
abc

ABCabc
ABC
abc

Berthold Akzidenz Grotesk and DIN Schrift were chosen for their simplicity, boldness and high
degree of readability in all sizes and weights in print and electronic media.
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GLOBAL
GLOBAL LEADERSHIP
LEADERSHIP FOR
FOR COMPOSITE
COMPOSITE ASSET
ASSET

COMPARE OUR

INTEGRITY & PERFORMANCE

WHY UTComp?
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CORPORATE FONTS
MAYBE

Valid

Can be done while
equipment is operating

HEADLINE FONTS

The versatility of Fibreglass Reinforced
Plastic andUTComp
other composites
is a
Inc. was founded
in 2008 to
big advantage.
But,the
untilperformance
now, reliableand safety of
improve
assessment
made it equipment
difficult to evaluate
industrial
made of fiberrisk. With UTComp
there
is no(FRP)
guesswork.
reinforced
plastic
and other
You will know
the reliability
and lifespan
composite
materials.
of your composite assets.
We provide a full spectrum of
engineering and inspection services for
composite fabrication and management
excellence, including our patented
UltraAnalytix™ inspection system for
UTComp has
a network of licensees
non-destructive,
non-intrusive evaluation
around theand
world
who are authorized
service-life
forecasting of FRP
to performand
UltraAnalytix™
inspection
composite tanks,
pipestoand other
industrial
assets.
provide customers
with
an unprecedented
level of data and robust reporting on the
Together
with lifespan
a growing
of
condition and
projected
of number
their
composite licensees
assets. worldwide, we serve global
leaders in the chemical processing,
mining, oil and gas, pulp and paper,
See a list of our licensees:
food processing, amusement park
www.utcomp.com/licensees
and other industries.

OUR LICENSEES

We also work with composite equipment
manufacturers to ensure superior quality
control and quality assurance, using our
QCAnalytix™ in-line inspection system.
We are committed to providing you with
engineering excellence, reinforcedcomposite subject matter expertise
and data for evidence-based proactive
planning and decisions about your
composite assets.

DESIGN
IT RIGHT

BUILD
IT RIGHT
INSPECT

Din Schrift
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
MAYBE

Inspection time

(upon access to site)

1

COLLECT
DATA IN FIELD

4

RECEIVE
REPORT

1 - 4 HRS

2 DAYS

2

2+ DAYS

UltraAnalytixTM inspection of tanks and pipelines is competitively priced compared to other techniques.

The patented UltraAnalytix™ inspection
system ensures the safe performance
and maximum lifespan of fiber-reinforced
plastic (FRP) and other composite
industrial assets, saving clients millions
of dollars in downtime and unnecessary
replacement costs.

PO Box 20039
355 Hespeler Road
Cambridge, ON
N1R 8C8
519-620-0772
inquiries@utcomp.com
www.utcomp.com

Available in a wide variety of cuts (bold, italic, etc) for many uses.
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TRANSMIT
TO UTCOMP

COMPILE
DATA

KNOW
THE LIFESPAN

Establish a baseline estimate of composite condition
at first testing, or use UTComp baseline.

RELIABLE

STEP

COMPOSITE
INSPECTION

STEP

Data collection. UTComp works with facilities to identify a
suitable condition-monitoring schedule based on the risk
levels involved with your composite assets.

Evaluate historical data to predict future requirements.

STEP

Provide engineering analysis and recommendations to
extend the safe operational life of the equipment.

FIVE

Composite Asset Intelligence You Can Count On

THE UltraAnalytix™ ADVANTAGE
UltraAnalytix™ is based on more than 60 years of research, including work originally
conducted by NASA. It is more than conventional ultrasonic thickness testing. The
value of this system comes from the innovative post-processing of the raw data
collected from the external shell of the tank, vessel or pipe to provide repeatable
and reproducible results. Some of the many advantages include:
• The pipe system has been built to allow
for a time-efficient ‘one walk’ of the pipe
• Proactive inspection helps avoid failures, by the UTComp data collector;
costly repairs and clean-up, and negative • The regular scheduled inspections
public relations;
create a monitoring curve;

TWO

FOUR

ASSETS

• Evaluations can be completed on most
assets including pipe, 2”+ in diameter;

Evaluate current condition of composite.

STEP

COMPOSITE

UltraAnalytix™ inspection documents asset
changes over time for proactive service-life
forecasting that supports a robust Asset
Management System and Process Safety
Management Planning.

FAST&

STEP

OF YOUR

No longer is it necessary to cut into
composite tanks, pipes and other
equipment to evaluate their strength and
condition – further weakening structural
integrity – or to shut down operations and
risk worker safety by entering confined
spaces only to perform highly subjective
visual inspections.

SAFE,

LIFE TESTING

THREE

MAYBE

15 - 60 MIN

UltraAnalytix™ by UTComp is the only
proven non-destructive, non-intrusive
evaluation method for safe, fast and
reliable testing of FRP and other
composite material assets.

ONE

MAYBE

Allows ongoing update
of safety factor

Minimizes confinedspace entry

NO DOWNTIME.

REPAIR

Maintains
structural integrity

Finds sub-surface
changes in composites

NO
NO DESTRUCTION.
DESTRUCTION. NO
NO GUESSWORK.
GUESSWORK.

TM

• Non-destructive method for testing
• Data is collected by UTComp-trained
composite assets. There is no need
personnel, including licensees;
to cut test samples out of the asset,
• Provides production information for
allowing the structural integrity to remain manufacturers to minimize wastage
intact, minimizing confined-space entry;
or over production;
• The initial testing can be completed in
• Provides measurement for
the manufacturer’s facility, and while
acceptance criteria;
the plant is in full production;
• Verifies the quality and successful
• The owner does not have to wait for
achievement of customer requirements;
a shutdown or, worse yet, create a
• Cost-effective solution that can be
shutdown for the inspection;
completed in a timely fashion.
• A baseline from manufacturer
• Many types of composites.
or installation can be set for
ongoing inspections;

COMPOSITE
ENGINEERING

SOLUTIONS

For further information please contact:

AUSTIN LOWES
ENGINEERING ANALYST

PO Box 20039
355 Hespeler Road
Cambridge, ON
N1R 8C8 Canada

BODY COPY FONTS

email:
inquiries@utcomp.com
telephone:
519-620-0772

COMPOSITETL: 519-620-0772 x 110

ASSET

FX: 519-620-2323
CL: 519-807-4604

Berthold Akzidenz Grotesk
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Available in a wide variety of cuts (bold, italic, etc) for many uses.
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INTELLIGENCEa.lowes@utcomp.com
www.utcomp.com
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AA NEW
NEW STANDARD
STANDARD IN
IN

QUALITY CONTROL
THE EVOLUTION OF

COMPOSITE
ASSURANCE

UTComp is extending our patented
UltraAnalytix™ technology to automated
composite manufacturing for superior quality
control. With QCAnalytix™, we ensure the
strength and safety of composite industrial
materials and products all along the value chain.

“

The signal analysis conducted by
UTComp provides unique defect
detection and sensitivity for a range
of structural thicknesses, with
advantages of single-side access.
I would highly recommend the
UTComp system to industry users.
Uday K. Vaidya, PhD
University of Tennessee

This automated inspection solution provides
revolutionary quality control assurance, replacing
subjective visual inspection or destructive testing and
offers the value of immediate composite quality results.
QCAnalytix provides the confidence that your
composite products are free of defects and will
perform as expected to meet your needs for years
to come.

PO Box 20039, 355 Hespeler Road
Cambridge, ON N1R 8C8

utcomp.com/logousage

519-620-0772
www.qcanalytix.com
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PO Box 20039
355 Hespeler Road
Cambridge, ON
N1R 8C8
519-620-0772
inquiries@utcomp.com
www.utcomp.com

